
IS THE GULF WAR SYNDROME REAL ESSAY

Is the Gulf War Syndrome Real. On August 2, , Iraq invaded Kuwait. The United States government acted very quickly.
Ships were dispatched to the Persian.

Although uncompromising clinical case studies such as that of Blair5 do exist, the focus in historiography has
often been overwhelmingly positive Here, the epidemiology is more persuasive, since large number of the
Coalition forces were definitely exposed to these measures, unlike the case for DU. In fact, a total of , solders
took part in the Gulf War. And the answers seem to be generally in the negative. The inoculations that
veterans received for anthrax are linked with the Is it post-traumatic stress disorder that resulted from the Gulf
War. Through a review of rig audit findings and maintenance records, the investigation team found indications
of potential weaknesses in the testing regime and maintenance management system for the BOP The United
States first three hot wars after the end of World War II display the marked difference in US objectives and the
operations used to achieve them better than any other modern wars in which American troops participated. On
August 2nd, Iraq invaded Kuwait and began the brutal occupation. DU is overall not a likely candidate to
explain any of the observed health changes. Was the war necessary. Department of Veterans Affairs VA
confusingly still uses an array of both old and new terminology for Gulf War illness. Less than a decade later,
the British forces were in action again, but in the Persian Gulf. However, firefighters who were assigned to the
oil well fires and encountered the smoke, but who did not take part in combat, have not had GWI symptoms.
Both Czech and French forces reported detections immediately to U. This time the cause was less national, but
domestic support was strong and international support was far less tentative. Armed Forces Cold War training
on state of the art future weapon systems came to bear in the conflict with Iraq. It was a great achievement by
the Western supremacies and their allies as far as the restoration of peace in the region is concerned.
Zavestoski et al. We can usually expect at least a war or two in our lifetime, and the way that our involvement
in these wars documented and presented to us in media has a huge effect on how we perceive these conflicts.
How else could that exposure have occurred? Preliminary data from a GWIRP-funded acupuncture treatment
study showed that Veterans reported significant reductions in pain and both primary and secondary health
complaints, with results being more positive in the bi-weekly versus weekly treatment group Conboy,  Wether
this is myth or not has been throughly researched, but how can one claim 45, veterans to be falsely accusing an
ailment they believe to be at fault of the Gulf War In the defense, integrating chemical weapons offered a
solution to the masses of lightly armed Basic and Posdoran. We cannot predict the direction that Gulf War
illness will take. For example, there are anecdotal reports that environmental health technicians charged with
spraying pesticides to remove the threat from insect-borne disease might have had local high-level exposure,
especially if safety procedures were lax. But there were also other hazards that were more recent additions to
the ways in which mankind has harnessed technology to deadly ends.


